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The Game Master's Kit for the Warhammer 40,000 Deathwatch Roleplay Game comes complete
with a sturdy cardboard GM screen featuring stunning Deathwatch artwork and useful tables, charts,
rules, and statistics for quick Game Master reference. In addition, the kit also comes with a book
featuring a complete adventure ("The Shadow of Madness"), plus an appendix detailing the
important NPCs that the Kill-team may encounter, as well as plenty of adventure seeds for each.
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Ok, so, we've all seen DM screens. Most look like folders you used as a kid in school that you can
stand up and have information behind them, and are generally just as flimsy. Not Deathwatch. It's
got some weight to it.For the first time players of deathwatch, it has some really nice scenes on the
outside, including the imposing space marine cadre from the front of the book, which frankly to me,
look very imposing.Behind it, it's chalk full of information for you to use to help you keep this game
under control.It also comes with an adventure, which I haven't gone over compeltely yet, but wasn't
thrilled with it being printed on somehwat of a comic book or catagloue paper. However, it does
have a full listing of characters in the back for your Jericho reach campagins and seeds to use them
for, but sadly, no actual stats for them.I like that it's a very nice DM screen. One that won't fall over
or rip like I've seen others do, but I wish the adventure inside was printed on something a bit more

keepable.

As far as GM screens go this was very clean compared to many ive seen for other table tops.
Information is easy to find, the fonts are not too small. It has item tables, weapon variables, weapon
ranges, weapon damage, action list, etc etc.Only issue is it tore on the print side with just a bit of
torque between two of the boards. It did not tear all the way through but enough to be plainly visible.
Only reason it did not receive 5 stars.Would highly recommend for a Deathwatch GM.

This screen is built well. it's thick like a monopoly board. You could seriously beat some one with it.
It's got all your standard game charts and tables. It's very sturdy.

I'll echo the other reviews: this is a rugged screen. I'm not worried about creases or tears. The
artwork on the front is fantastic as well as intimidating for the players (but hey, fearing the GM a tad
is a wise thing anyway, right?). The charts have all the information you'd want at a glance, which is
the main point of this screen, plus it includes an adventure. I haven't run or played it yet, but it
seems solid enough.Overall, this is a well-made and thought-out iteration of the standard GM's
screen. You won't need this to run a game, of course, but it's a very handy tool to pick up.

The kit in general is great. The plot hooks included provide a good starting place for a GM to build
missions. The Fold out dice shield is also very helpful as a good reference guide, however with the
updated rules on the errata 1.1 some of the information is out of date.
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